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Outlines of English History

1875

themelios is an international evangelical peer reviewed theological journal that expounds and

defends the historic christian faith themelios is published three times a year online at the gospel

coalition thegospelcoalition org themelios and in print by wipf and stock its primary audience is

theological students and pastors though scholars read it as well themelios began in 1975 and

was operated by rtsf uccf in the uk and it became a digital journal operated by the gospel

coalition in 2008 the editorial team draws participants from across the globe as editors essayists

and reviewers general editor d a carson trinity evangelical divinity school managing editor brian

tabb bethlehem college and seminary consulting editor michael j ovey oak hill theological college

administrator andrew david naselli bethlehem college and seminary book review editors jerry

hwang singapore bible college alan thompson sydney missionary bible college nathan a finn

southeastern baptist theological seminary hans madueme covenant college dane ortlund

crossway jason sexton golden gate baptist seminary editorial board gerald bray beeson divinity

school lee gatiss wales evangelical school of theology paul helseth university of northwestern st

paul paul house beeson divinity school ken magnuson the southern baptist theological seminary

jonathan pennington the southern baptist theological seminary james robson wycliffe hall mark d

thompson moore theological college paul williamson moore theological college stephen witmer

pepperell christian fellowship robert yarbrough covenant seminary

Themelios, Volume 38, Issue 2

2015-01-13

please note this is a summary of the book and not the original book blood feud by edward klein a

30 minute instaread summary the clintons vs the obamas inside this instaread summary overview

of the entire book introduction to the important people in the book summary and analysis of all

the chapters in the book key takeaways of the book a reader s perspective preview of this

summary prologue in may 2013 hillary clinton was eating lunch with six fellow wellesley college

graduates clinton said that barack obama was unqualified to be president because he did not get

involved with the other departments such as the internal revenue service or the justice

department hillary and bill clinton made a deal with obama that they would support him when he

was running for reelection if he supported hillary during the presidential elections in 2016 obama

reneged chapter1 it was august 2011 barack obama was talking to two of his advisors david

plouffe and valerie jarrett they were discussing how to get obama reelected plouffe wanted to



have bill clinton publicly support the campaign in order to use his popularity to get more votes

jarrett wanted oprah winfrey to publicly support the campaign instead jarrett did not like the

clintons and believed that winfrey could get more women and minority votes winfrey helped

during the 2008 presidential election by funding some of the campaign and garnering support for

obama winfrey was promised access to the white house so she could use the information she

received from the obama administration to air on her network the oprah winfrey network this

never happened so winfrey refused to support the campaign

Blood Feud by Edward Klein - A 30-minute Instaread Summary

2014-10-21

this is a study on reformed theological debates during the long eighteenth century in britain and

new england by long a period that goes beyond 1700 1799 is in view this examination begins

just before the eighteenth century by looking at the neonomian antinomian debate in the 1690s

this is followed by the marrow controversy in scotland in the eighteenth century after that the

authors address the ecclesiological debates between george whitefield and the erskines the

doctrine of free choice concerning edwards and his departure from classical reformed orthodoxy

is highlighted next followed by reflections on the edwardseans and the atonement returning to

britain again the volume provides a study on hyper calvinism and on eschatological differences

among key figures in the eighteenth century more specific debates in particular baptist circles are

noted including the battle over sandemandianism and the trinitarian battles fought by andrew

fuller and others returning to ecclesiology a discussion on the subscription controversy in

philadelphia in the early eighteenth century and an analysis of the debate about the nature of

revival in new england close this volume

New Brunswick; with a Brief Outline of Nova Scotia, and Prince

Edward Island

1855

worship and social engagement in urban aboriginal led australian pentecostal congregations re

imagining identity in the spirit conducts ethnographic research into three australian pentecostal

congregations with aboriginal senior leadership pastor couples



Jonathan Edwards, by Samuel Miller

1902

completely revised with the latest advances evidence and standards needed for everyday

practice contact lenses 6th edition remains a definitive work on this multi faceted topic ideal for

optometrists dispensing opticians ophthalmologists and contact lens practitioners this classic

superbly designed text is perfectly suited for health care professionals providing all of the

essential knowledge needed in one convenient volume provides up to date authoritative

information on contact lens materials and lens types treatment in contact lens and tear film

complications and myopia correction and contact lenses for abnormal ocular conditions discusses

current topics such as miniscleral lenses keratoconus corneal cross linking and paediatric

cosmetic and prosthetic contact lenses contains high quality line diagrams and clinical

illustrations to highlight key points in the text focuses on the evidence behind contact lens

practice enabling you to make informed choices about the care you give to your patients

New Brunswick; with a brief outline of Nova Scotia and Prince

Edward Island. Their history, civil divisions, geography and

productions, etc

1855

integrating prosocial learning with education standards demonstrates how to meet educational

standards that privilege cognitive aspects of learning while also advancing prosocial or whole

child efforts e g social emotional learning character education and mental health promotion the

book utilizes a growing body of research to reveal effective ways to implement a curriculum that

integrates social emotional ethical and civic aspects of learning with required state standards and

a wide range of real world examples describe how any school anywhere can lay a foundation for

all young people to succeed

A New Divinity

2018-10-01

waugh examines the strains on english life in the remarkable era of edward iii



Worship and Social Engagement in Urban Aboriginal-led

Australian Pentecostal Congregations

2019-05-15

theological education has historically placed a strong emphasis on scripture as the source of

principle and practice for ministry however when it comes to the arena of counseling this has

largely not been the case focusing on the significant influence of wayne edward oates 1917 1999

the author seeks to explore how and why the american protestant church arrived at the place

where psychological counseling has become the norm and biblical counseling is treated as novel

a detailed study of oates anthropology which served as the heart of his counseling theory and

practice demonstrates that it was shaped and informed by secular concepts values and principles

instead of what god has to say about who we are as people what plagues our souls and where

we find our true hope and healing this subtle shift from the theological to the therapeutic has

contributed to a much broader view from many in the church that counseling is more of a clinical

and professional service rather than a personal or pastoral ministry of the scriptures through

these unsettling warnings and implications the author hopes that the church will see the

importance of once again engaging with the god glorifying christ honoring and spirit empowering

ministry of counseling

Outline of English history

1881

an undergraduate text concentrating on constitutional foundations patterns of political behavior

political institutions and public policy outputs contains chapter summaries key terms and

discussion questions and boxes on politics since the 1960s public opinion comparison of the us

with other nations in areas such as tax rates includes color photos and graphics this second

edition expands coverage of theories of democracy fiscal federalism the constitution and religion

the media and candidate centered politics

Contact Lenses

2018-11-29

this work presents sapir s most comprehensive statement on the concepts of culture on method

and theory in anthropology and other social sciences on personality organization and on the



individual s place in culture and society extensive discussions on the role of language and other

symbolic systems in culture ethnographic method and social interaction are also included

ethnographic and linguistic examples are drawn from sapir s fieldwork among native north

americans and from european and american society as well edward sapir 1884 1939 one of this

century s leading figures in american anthropology and linguistics planned to publish a major

theoretical state ment on culture and psychology he developed his ideas in a course of lectures

presented at yale university in the 1930s which attracted a wide audience from many social

science disciplines unfortunately he died before the book he had contracted to publish could be

realized like de saussure s cours de linguistique générale before it this work has been

reconstructed from student notes in this case twentytwo sets as well as from sapir s manuscript

materials judith irvine s meticulous reconstruction makes sapir s compelling ideas of surprisingly

contemporary resonance available for the first time

Integrating Prosocial Learning with Education Standards

2016-08-25

studies of china and chineseness since the cultural revolution volume 1 reinterpreting ideologies

and ideological reinterpretationshow did the great proletarian cultural revolution affect everyone s

lives why did people re negotiate their identities to adopt revolutionary roles and duties how did

people who lived with different self understandings and social relations inevitably acquire and

practice revolutionary identities each in their own light this book plunges into the contexts of

these concerns to seek different relations that reveal the revolution s different meanings

furthermore this book shows that scholars of the cultural revolution encountered emotional and

intellectual challenges as they cared about the real people who owned an identity resource that

could trigger an imagined thread of solidarity in their minds the authors believe that the revolution

s magnitude and pervasive scope always resulted in individualized engagements that have

significant and differing consequences for those struggling in their micro context it has impacted a

future with unpredictable collective implications in terms of ethnicity gender memory scholarship

or career the cultural revolution is therefore an evolving relation beneath the rise of china that will

neither fade away nor sanction integrative paths

Nominations of Jack F. Bennett, Edward C. Schmults, and Mrs.

Catherine Bedell, Hearing Before ..., 93-2, June 4, 1974

1974



targets how to effectively and efficiently use data text and graphics from one office application in

another office application features less emphasis on macros and programming and more focus

on enhancements improved content and topical selection compared to previous editions

England in the Reign of Edward III

1991-02-22

this book offers a meso level description of demographics science education and science teacher

education representing all 13 canadian jurisdictions the book provides local insights that serve as

the basis for exploring the canadian system as a whole and function as a common starting point

from which to identify causal relationships that may be associated with canada s successes the

book highlights commonalities consistencies and distinctions across the provinces and territories

in a thematic analysis of the 13 jurisdiction specific chapters although the analysis indicates a

network of policy and practice issues warranting further consideration the diverse nature of

canadian science education makes simple identification of causal relationships elusive canada

has a reputation for strong science achievement however there is currently limited literature on

science education in canada at the general level or in specific areas such as canadian science

curriculum or science teacher education this book fills that gap by presenting a thorough

description of science education at the provincial territorial level as well as a more holistic

description of pressing issues for canadian science education

The Psychological Anthropology of Wayne Edward Oates

2020-07-24

this is a catalogue of the edward c atwater collection of rare books dealing with popular medicine

in early america which is housed at the university of rochester medical school library the books

described in the catalogue were written by physicians and other professionals to provide

information for the non medical audience the books taught human anatomy hygiene temperance

and diet how to maintain health and how to cope with illness especially when no professional

help was available the books promoted a healthy lifestyle for the readers giving guidance on

everything from physical fitness and recreation to the special health needs of women the

collection consists of works dealing with reproduction from birth control to delivering and caring

for a baby venereal disease home nursing epidemics and the need for public sex education



Government in America

2003

neither ethics committees nor qualitative researchers can predict the types of ethical dilemmas

that will happen in the field only that they will routinely occur in qualitative ethics in practice a

team of fifteen top researchers from various disciplines and nationalities offer ethical strategies

unique to qualitative researchers for those big ethical moments beyond what can be predicted by

ethics committees ideally structured for qualitative classes that tackle ethics issues the book calls

for an ethical code unique to the practice of qualitative research uses a variety of cases from

education community development tourism family and other settings to examine how researchers

addressed ethical dilemmas in practice including the infamous belfast project highlights some

relevant models and programs being developed that may lead to solutions

The Psychology of Culture

2011-03-01

this handbook collects for the first time the state of research on role playing games rpgs across

disciplines cultures and media in a single accessible volume collaboratively authored by more

than 50 key scholars it traces the history of rpgs from wargaming precursors to tabletop rpgs like

dungeons dragons to the rise of live action role play and contemporary computer rpg and

massively multiplayer online rpg franchises like fallout and world of warcraft individual chapters

survey the perspectives concepts and findings on rpgs from key disciplines like performance

studies sociology psychology education economics game design literary studies and more other

chapters integrate insights from rpg studies around broadly significant topics like transmedia

worldbuilding immersion transgressive play or player character relations each chapter includes

definitions of key terms and recommended readings to help fans students and scholars new to

rpg studies find their way into this new interdisciplinary field

Studies Of China And Chineseness Since The Cultural Revolution

- Volume 2: Micro Intellectual History Through De-central

Lenses

2023-01-04

the first scientific biography of edward frankland the most eminent chemist of nineteenth century



britain

Microsoft® Office 2003 Bible

2003-11-24

in june 2013 the news organization the guardian first published articles revealing the shocking

revelations that the national security agency nsa was conducting mass surveillance on all

american citizens in secretive bulk data collection programs hundreds of thousands of top secret

documents were leaked from the nsa by a computer programmer named edward snowden this

enlightening biography examines the life of edward snowden his reasons for leaking classified

documents his ongoing controversy as a whistleblower and the revelations and changes in data

collection laws that resulted from the massive disclosure

Science Education in Canada

2019-07-01

edward drummond libbey was a glassmaker industrialist artist innovator and art collector both

practical and creative he forever changed the glass industry with the automatic bottle making

machine and automatic sheet glass machine this work examines the long career of libbey

particularly his innovation of american flint cut glass his contributions to the middle class

american table through affordable glassware and his enormous art glass and painting collections

which eventually formed the basis for the toledo museum of art s collection libbey single

handedly revolutionized glassmaking a craft which had gone virtually unchanged for 2000 years

An Annotated Catalogue of the Edward C. Atwater Collection of

American Popular Medicine and Health Reform

2001

an introductory guide to the key concepts themes and topics in the discipline of sociology

providing sociology students with comprehensive coverage of all the main areas of study for their

first year and beyond

Qualitative Ethics in Practice

2016-09-16



outlaw nation is a multidisciplinary investigation into the history of cultural representations of the

bushranger legend on the stage and screen charting that history from its origins in colonial

theatre works performed while bushrangers still roamed australia s bush to contemporary

australian cinema it considers the influences of industrial political and social disruptions on these

representations as well as their contributions to those disruptions the cultural history recounted in

outlaw nation provides not only an insight into the role of popular narrative representations of

bushrangers in the development and reflection of australian character but also a detailed case

study of the specific mechanisms at work in the symbiosis between a nation s values and its

creative production

Outline Evolution of Empire and Prophecy

1884

please note this is a summary analysis and review of the book and not the original book edward

luce s in depth analysis of the decline of democracy the retreat of western liberalism explores the

myriad factors affecting the shift away from a political system many readers will have taken for

granted in their lifetimes this sumoreads summary analysis offers supplementary material to the

retreat of western liberalism to help you distill the key takeaways review the book s content and

further understand the writing style and overall themes from an editorial perspective whether you

d like to deepen your understanding refresh your memory or simply decide whether or not this

book is for you sumoreads summary analysis is here to help absorb everything you need to know

in under 20 minutes what does this sumoreads summary analysis include an executive summary

of the original book editorial review key takeaways analysis key players from the book brief

chapter by chapter summaries a short bio of the the author original book summary overview

western hegemony has begun a decline in recent decades while russian and chinese dominance

has slowly but steadily grown are we wrong to put our faith in liberal democracy is there

prosperity in eastern style autocracy in the retreat of western liberalism edward luce takes the

reader through the events and people that propagated western democracy to the height of its

popularity in past decades and explores the factors that are contributing to its decline today this

book looks into the possible trajectories of recent events and what if anything can be done to

save western liberalism before you buy the purpose of this sumoreads summary analysis is to

help you decide if it s worth the time money and effort reading the original book if you haven t

already sumoreads has pulled out the essence but only to help you ascertain the value of the

book for yourself this analysis is meant as a supplement to and not a replacement for the retreat

of western liberalism



Role-Playing Game Studies

2018-04-17

stories of famous pirates from around the world are retold in this fast moving series each book

includes an analysis page in each chapter that helps the kids understand what is real and what

might have been fictionalized over time each book provides a concluding chapter that recounts

for the kids whether the pirate is more legend or mostly truth

Edward Frankland

2003-12-04

edward ephraim cross 1832 1863 accomplished more in his short lifetime years than most men

who live to be 100 by the eve of the civil war he had traveled from cincinnati to arizona working

as a political reporter travel writer editor trail hand silver mine supervisor and indian fighter in the

summer of 1861 he became colonel of the fighting fifth new hampshire volunteers and gained

fame as a fearless battlefield commander during action at fair oaks antietam fredricksburg and

chancellorsville before being mortally wounded at gettysburg however behind this great soldier

lay a flawed man an alcoholic with a short temper who fought a constant battle with words

against immigrants abolitionists and others with whom he disagreed this detailed biography

presents a full portrait of this controversial and little known figure filling a critical gap in the

literature of the northern civil war experience

Edward Snowden

2018-07-15

murrow was a cut stone with an astonishing number of facets he was born in a cabin with an

outhouse and behaved like an english squire when he was not acting like a lumberjack or an

intellectual gadfly or a cowboy or a philosopher or a daredevil or a social crusader or a raconteur

or a hermit he could be found firing at metal ducks in a times square shooting gallery or shooting

at grouse on the moors of an english country estate he could spin dialect stories at a crowded

bar or go for twenty four hours without uttering a word to a house guest he could send his son to

the most prestigious schools all the while telling the boy that college was not important to a

successful life he was either telling friends how humble his own origins were or insinuating into

the conversation that his wife s ancestors came over on the mayflower he was a handsome man

and an elegant dresser who bristled at anyone who made mention of his striking appearance he



was impervious even oblivious to the charms of most women yet became involved with an

aristocratic beauty and nearly destroyed his marriage he spent his professional life in world

capitals yet liked to imagine that he would be happier at a small town college he made a good

deal of money yet felt guilty about it and was so openhanded that it seemed at times that he was

trying to give it all away his pastimes were those of the he man yet he was a favorite of

intellectuals he had everything to live for but he gambled his life dozens of times flying

unnecessary combat missions he could condemn a war as he did in korea yet find it irresistible

he was modest even flip with colleagues about his physical bravery but wrote letters to his

parents presenting an almost maudlinly heroic self image he had every reason to be a happy

man he was not i was drawn to his life because he was the preeminent figure in a profession

that he essentially fathered it is difficult for any thinking person not to be simultaneously

mesmerized and repelled by the hold of mass communications over the modern world murrow s

story is integral to that phenomenon from joseph e persico s foreword to edward r murrow an

american original if one is curious to find out what makes some people stand out above the rest

what makes a person a hero the story is in edward r murrow an american original murrow had

talent drive intelligence personality and vision in comprehensive detail with dramatic well told

anecdotes and insight and perceptiveness joseph e persico describes a man of extraordinary

natural gifts human failings and stunning accomplishments a well organized and readable trip

through murrow s public and personal life mr persico is a diligent researcher who clearly won the

confidence of the people he needed most especially murrow s widow janet he is an able reporter

and a fine storyteller whose taste tact and skill have produced an appropriate biography we

should be grateful to this book for reminding us that television once had and on occasion still has

when someone is willing to put up a fight the surprising and the exceptional joan konner the new

york times persico s distinguished and compellingly readable biography does not slight the stuff

of the murrow legend his humble origins as the son of a north carolina dirt farmer his work as a

lumberjack in the pacific northwest his invention of himself as a dashing and dapper foreign

correspondent his pioneering broadcasts from london during the blitz his televised showdown

with joseph mccarthy but then persico goes far beyond the myth and shows us the real man to

his surprise and perhaps to our own the book is rich with intimate anecdotes recounted by a

sympathetic but unadoring biographer drawing on first person sources who were close enough to

murrow to detect the cracks in the plaster saint of journalism persico brings to murrow the

intellectual discipline of the historian the polished and memorable prose of the accomplished

biographer a fast but substantial and satisfying read jonathan kirsch los angeles times t he

conjunctions of events that propelled murrow into a career that didn t exist until he created it is

an absorbing tale that persico tells compellingly he also has a keen eye for some of the other



towering egos that came to populate the scene anne chamberlin washington post persico has

produced a work which reveals murrow s spirit and his passion for broadcast journalism persico

tells us what drove this man to such professional heights this is the work to read for insights into

murrow s personality beliefs feelings foibles and frustrations persico s work is likely to become

the most popular biography of murrow he interviewed the right people and his research was

faultless and well documented in the book his writing is entertaining revealing and alive with

characters stories suspense and humor persico causes the reader to share the emotions the

tensions and the passions felt by murrow and those close to him persico s is an excellent book

to put on a reading list for students either graduate or undergraduate it is an especially

appropriate selection for those studying the role of broadcasting in our society and the current

debate over the public trusteeship of broadcast licensees edward funkhouser journalism quarterly

a plain spoken essentially favorable and near definitive appraisal of the accomplished angst

ridden man who almost single handedly made broadcast journalism a respectable profession

persico secured the cooperation of murrow s widow janet and other family members he also had

access to private papers not available to previous biographers as one result the author is able to

add telling detail to the largely familiar often romanticized record of murrow s career persico s

diligent research has enabled him to offer a coherent revelatory narrative that addresses murrow

s shortcomings and setbacks as well as his triumphs his informed evenhanded text clears the air

of myth makers hyperbole without tarnishing in any significant way the achievements of a

complex charismatic broadcast pioneer kirkus

Edward Drummond Libbey, American Glassmaker

2014-01-10

the perception of a permanent enrollment crisis in us postsecondary foreign language education

has shaped our profession s image for an entire generation of educators over the past 30 years

this crisis rarely invited self examination or inspired creativity instead it was routinely attributed to

external factors shrinking budgets unsympathetic administrators disengaged students this volume

is refreshingly optimistic after providing a nuanced picture of the complex enrollment situation and

focusing on perceptions of language education among undergraduate students the volume

features an inspiring panorama of successful models that revitalized language programs at a

wide range of institutions the diversity of approaches to post secondary language education in

the united states featured in this volume highlights that there are no simple one size fits all

solutions to be transformational initiatives need to be intimately calibrated to the evolving needs

and desires of our institutions most important stakeholder the student per urlaub massachusetts



institute of technology ma usa

An Introduction to Sociology

2021-11-03

lieutenant colonel edward j steptoe s escape from encirclement by 1 000 northern plateau indians

in 1858 is a familiar story from the indian wars yet the details of the battle of pine creek or

tohotonimme and its aftermath remain subjects of debate outnumbered six to one steptoe s 164

troops slipped away in the night newspapers called it a disaster a few weeks later colonel george

wright avenged the defeat and steptoe who had suffered a stroke months before the battle lived

his final years in relative obscurity in his native virginia as the civil war erupted this definitive

biography of steptoe chronicles the career of a field officer who served nearly four years in the

second seminole war won commendation for gallantry during the mexican war performed

admirably though controversially in the utah territory undertook construction of forts at walla walla

in the newly defined washington territory and engaged with various tribes throughout his

deployments his personal letters reveal a thoughtful sensitive commander who came to question

his choice of career even before his final battle

Nominations of Jack F. Bennett, Edward C. Schmults, and Mrs.

Catherine Bedell

1974

edward dmytryk was one of the so called hollywood ten jailed for contempt of congress for

refusing to testify before the house un american activities committee in 1947 finding himself

blacklisted after his prison sentence and unable to operate under a pseudonym he took the step

of testifying and naming names to the committee his career resumed to considerable commercial

success but also to prolonged and bitter criticism from the left and persistent mistrust from the

right acknowledged as one of the key figures in the development of the film noir genre having

directed one of its first films murder my sweet dmytryk has otherwise frequently been sidelined in

critical studies because of the controversy this book is the first to critically evaluate each of the

dozens of films he made between the 1930s and the 1970s including the young lions crossfire

and the caine mutiny among many others



A Cultural History of the Bushranger Legend in Theatres and

Cinemas, 18282017

2019-01-31

strategic sport communication explores the multifaceted segment of sport communication this text

presents a standard framework that introduces readers to the many ways in which individuals

media outlets and sport organizations work to create disseminate and manage messages to their

constituents

Summary of Edward Luce's the Retreat of Western Liberalism

2017-07-31

sweeping biographies abound authorized and nonauthorized regarding ted kennedy they tend

either to applaud him for his ideals or criticize him for his personal flaws the present work differs

using historical tools and legal analysis it closely examines ten major pieces of legislation

kennedy sponsored or strongly backed as well as the attempt at immigration reform he

spearheaded with john mccain this is a balanced and thoroughly researched book by tracing the

legislation from their introduction through passage and analyzing the actual language of the

legislation the book sheds considerable light both on the unintended consequences through time

of the legislation as well as consequences kennedy intended in attempting to promote reform and

combat discrimination

Blackbeard (Edward Teach)

2015-09-01

now in its sixth edition the internationally acclaimed foundations for practice in occupational

therapy continues to provide a practical reference tool which is both an indispensable guide to

undergraduates and a practical reference tool for clinicians in the application of models and

theories to practice underlining the importance and clinical relevance of theory to practice the text

provides an excellent introduction to the theoretical basis of occupational therapy contributions

are given by both academics and expert clinicians all chapters have been revised and updated

new ones have been written and some pre existing chapters have new authors a refined

structure uses highlight boxes to indicate the key themes and issues of each chapter and useful

reflective questions to help the reader review the issues raised in the chapter discusses evidence



based practices and established theories but also includes contemporary developments range of

expert contributors provide an international perspective of practice case studies highlighting the

application of theory to practice details of the latest developments and debates in the field

chapters on the various conceptual models highlight boxes throughout indicating key themes

issues reflective questions at the end of each chapter

The Beta Theta Pi

1893

Colonel Edward E. Cross, New Hampshire Fighting Fifth

2012-11-30

Edward R. Murrow: An American Original

2020-08-17

Language Program Vitality in the United States

2023-12-11

Edward J. Steptoe and the Indian Wars

2016-02-11

Edward Dmytryk

2021-07-07

Strategic Sport Communication

2024-04-29



The Legislative Legacy of Edward M. Kennedy

2014-02-14

Foundations for Practice in Occupational Therapy E-BOOK

2020-05-22
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